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Locomotives for Eccleston

Eccleston is one of the layouts appearing at Symposium 06 in June. It is built to Scalefour
standards by MARTIN NIELD who describes the locomotive fleet used on the branch...

Aspinall 0-6-0ST No. 753 arrives at Eccleston with a
Pilot Goods working from Croston. Martin Nield

L

OCOMOTIVES are not my strong
point: I am much more interested
in railway operation - traffic
working, timetables, track plans and
signalling - than I am in long lap travel
valves and superheating. However I
do love steam engines and every L&YR
layout has to have some, so I have
accumulated a fleet of four to work the
traffic to my branch terminus Eccleston.
I have made three of them - with
considerable help from friends - but the
fourth was an example of chequebook
modeling. All have been built to
Scalefour standards: one is sprung and
the others compensated and all have been
professionally painted and lined. All four
have open frame or can motors driving
conventional gearboxes - I was never
tempted down the Portescap route. All
my locos have a crew in the cab. I always
think it looks odd to see locos running
on layouts without a driver and fireman!
They all carry numberplates produced by
Barry Lane in the days when he did these
in 4mm scale.
Eccleston is, in reality, a large village
set in the rich agricultural Lancashire
plain near Croston. It never had a
railway, but it did have two cotton mills
and a thriving arable farming industry, so
I have imagined that local businessmen
prevailed upon the L&YR to build a
branch line from Croston which is on the
main line from Preston to Liverpool. I
have presumed that the line was built to
the usual L&YR double track standard
and would have been busy with passenger
trains to Preston and goods traffic to
Lostock Hall. I have also presumed there
would have been a pilot goods service to
and from Croston for Liverpool traffic.
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My locomotives are therefore types
which would have been seen on such a
branch line: small tank and tender locos
from the Barton Wright and Aspinall eras.

Building the locos
The first one I made was an Aspinall
0-6-0ST which I built from a Cotswold
whitemetal kit some 25 years ago. The
bodywork is crude compared to the
much better London Road Models kit
which is now available, but it does give
the loco useful weight. The chassis is
scratchbuilt and is sprung using Maygib
plastic hornblocks. Even though some
of the tiny springs have fallen out over
the years, No. 753 still runs well and is
a regular performer on pilot goods and
shunting turns. Current collection is by
split axles: I prefer to avoid pick-ups if
possible as I find they create friction, are
easily damaged when cleaning wheels and
collect dirt.
Emboldened by my success in building
my first working locomotive to Scalefour
standards (I had previously worked in
EM), I moved on to an Aspinall 0-6-0
which I built using a Craftsman kit. This
one has a chassis from the Dave Carter
kit, is compensated using a variant of the
Mike Sharman flexichas system devised
by my good friend Barry Luck. This has
all three axles floating, using two side
beams and one central one and is very
successful. It uses the American system
of current collection: the engine is live
to one rail while the tender is live to
the other and they are connected by an
insulated coupling. This works very well
and I would recommend it for tender
locos. No.1028 shares the principal
goods working to Eccleston with No.952

(see below) and will also be used in future
to haul a set of bogie coaches on an
excursion train when I have built them.
For a passenger loco, I had to have
one of Aspinall’s 2-4-2Ts and this time
I used a George Norton kit. I chose to
make it in original condition with a roundtop saturated boiler and a short bunker.
This loco uses split axles and runs on
a compensated chassis built for me by
Barry Luck. It features Perspex radial
axleboxes which he turned up on his
lathe, clever chap, and described in Model
Railway Journal No.19. No.724 hauls my
rake of five six-wheeled carriages (built
from D&S kits) which is occasionally
augmented by a fish van or horsebox.
Finally, my alternative goods loco
is a model of a Barton Wright 0-6-0
professionally built by Steve Barnfield for
a magazine review. He subsequently sold
it to Eric Ramsay of the North London
Group of the Scalefour Society who had
planned to repaint it in LMS colours. I
begged him not to do so and to sell it
to me instead! I’m pleased to say he
agreed and No.952 is, not surprisingly,
the best running of all my locos, despite
the fact that it uses conventional pickups. It can be used to haul the through
goods or the pilot goods, depending upon
requirements.

Boxes and ambitions!
At the moment, that is the extent of the
loco fleet. Like most modellers I have
a number of kits on the shelf earmarked
for future projects, but my priority at
the moment is to complete more of
the buildings and scenery on the layout
before its appearance at Symposium 06
in June.
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Aspinall 0-6-0 No.1028 shunts the
goods yard at Eccleston. Martin Nield

Aspinall 2-4-2T No. 724 prepares to leave Eccleston
with a passenger train for Preston. Martin Nield

Barton Wright 0-6-0 No. 952 shunts
mineral wagons at Eccleston. Martin Nield
Spring 2006
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